Host Tim says:
Having determined the Dublin and Gnu have been pulled inside a transparent sphere both vessels have been deluged with information.  Of interest is the Class P (Glaciated) planet in the exact center of the sphere.

Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission; Finders of lost children, part 3>>>

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@All:  Report, people!  Still no clues?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: looks at the sensor data closely that is in the center of the sphere while keeping a close eye on the blobby things nearby ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::on the Dublin's bridge::  FCO:  Readings from the planet?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@::at science station on the Gnu taking a good look a the planet::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@:at the engineering station on the Gnu::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: It reads as Class P sir, glacier type.

Host Delon says:
ACTION: Dublin and Gnu draw closer to the planet at the center of the strange graviton sphere. It is a Mars sized class P ball of ice...

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Fiddles with the buttons on the OPS console::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: We are getting closer of the planet.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@::hits her combadge::  *CO*: Captain, it doesn't seem we're finding anything over here and I have a bad feeling about staying on this ship since the entire crew disappeared from it.  Permission to beam our people back to the Dublin?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Temperature sub zero, surface covered 100 percent of ice.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Ensures the comm is solid between the Gnu and Dublin; squints at the panel::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Atmosphere is composed of nitrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide, very thin but breathable if need be.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: No life sign readings Captain.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Transporters are still under the graviton field's interference.  We are heading to the planet to investigate.  Follow us.

Host Delon says:
INFO: Readings indicate the planet also has a moon in orbit. From Dublin's perspective, it is behind the planet now. Sensor readings are sketchy.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Gravity matches Terra's exactly.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@::glances at Kell::  CEO:  Is the ship still running smoothly?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Aye.  Let's take a good look at this planet.  Put us in a high orbit.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: nods :: CO: Aye sir, moving to high orbit.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Any energy source on the planet?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Cap... Captain. Couldn't help but over hear... we can transport now sir.  I have a lock.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: taps the console and puts the Dublin into orbit attitude :: CO: Orbit established Captain.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: A natural satellite too. It dredged everything.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Scanning sir.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: It is operating Commander, but it makes a Klingon garbage barge look like an Akira class.  I will endeavor to hold it in one piece. :: bows to her slightly::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::listens to Ensign McGoo's report::  OPS:  Understood.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Takes a quick fearful glance at the Captain and looks back at the panel::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CSO: See what information you can get on that moon, please.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: glances over at McGoo and shakes her head :: OPS: He won't bite you know.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: Ma’am, I detected something here from the planet.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CEO: Thank you...that would be appreciated Mr. Kell.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::stutters and whispers:: FCO: I know... bbbbut he's the Captain.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  If you feel you cannot have the ship working, we have a transporter lock.  I rather to have both ships.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: It is some sort of subspace communication from a spire-like structure on its surface and is being directed towards Dublin sickbay.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: At your service as always Commander.  :: makes minor adjustments to some of the systems ::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CSO:  What is it?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: Something or someone is communicating with the Dublin sickbay. Who is there anyway?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ *CO*:  Yes sir.  Then we will stay on the Gnu.  Are you reading the scans that show a building on the planet?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Still have that faint comm coming from Mr. So`Quon sir.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS:  You mean the odd subspace signal that Taurek reported earlier?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@::increasing power to the sensors to listen the communication::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO/CEO:  I want to know what those communications are...can the computer decipher the meaning of the communication?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Yes sir.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Sir, sensors are reading some sort of energy reading like a communications channel.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Coming from the planet?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: I already started Commander.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::pushes some buttons and confirms what the FCO reported and nods to himself::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Yes sir, aimed at the Dublin.....pinpointing.......:: looks back :: It's sickbay sir.

Host Delon says:
ACTION: Lieutenant Wildstar taps into the signal which produces only meaningless faint impulses of static sound on the speakers.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: Communications are not my specialty commander, just because I was chased by the Obsidian Order does not mean I have their talents :: smiles smarmily ::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ ::nods at the science officer as she paces nearer the view screen having the sight of the planet fill her view::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  We are picking up a communication link which seems to be originated in our Sickbay.  And my guess is that So'Quon is the source.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@::recording::


OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::takes a quick glance to his right to see the FCO intensely working her station::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@::cleaning up the sensor back frequencies trying to clear the static::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Can we send an AT down there or is there any interference for transporters?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
OPS: Can you get anything readable on the signal?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Attempts to pinpoint the planetary comm power::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Running it through the computer sir.

Host Delon says:
ACTION: The sound filters remove the static down to what sounds indicative of human heart beats.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: I believe that transporters are back online, but perhaps a shuttle would be safer.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS/FCO:  Find me the coordinates from where this signal is originating on the planet.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::her eyes widen in surprise as she listens to the Captain and immediately 'reaches' for Quon, 'listening' .  After a few seconds::  *CO*:  Sir, yes it is coming from Quon...chaotic voices, but faint this time.  I don't understand them any better.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  I agree, no need to risk a transporter malfunction here.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Nods nervously at the CO::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
OPS: Can you pinpoint that signal?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Sir, we're being hailed... from the planet.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Take a geosynchronous orbit along with us and ....  ::looks at the OPS::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Signal is coming from that spire the CSO mentioned.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Put it through...

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Aye sir. :: taps console to put comm on speakers::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: Dublin is being hailed.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ ::listens to the Captain's orders then turns to Kell::  CEO:  Did you hear?  Please put us in a geosynchronous orbit.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
COM: Planet:  This is Captain Mauro MacLeod, from the Federation starship Dublin...

Host Delon says:
$<Deep Voice> ::a series of strange, flowing alien words can be heard, the translator having great difficulty with the unusual language::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ *CO*:  Captain?  Is there something wrong?

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: Already in progress Commander.  :: finishes altering course ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Send the Gnu the frequency so they can hear the comm as well...  *XO*:  We're being hailed... stand by, Operations will forward you the comm frequency.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::turns head to look at CO over right shoulder and nods::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ ::nods to Pirak and is very glad for both the Pirak's and Wildstar's ability to think ahead and respond so well::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Captain, it's happening again. The computer core has been accessed. It's targeting the universal translator programming.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::talks over his right shoulder:: CO: Running the comm through the UT sir.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
COM: Voices:  Please, repeat.  Our translator is having some difficulties to run the correct algorithm though you language.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CO*:  No need sir, it's coming across our communications too.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Can you block it?

Host Delon says:
$<Voice> COM: Dublin: ::more jibberish:: I... ::a pause:: ...am.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Mutters:: Self: Ok, clear the signal, route through UT... keep lock on AT... heh, need 6 hands.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: taps on the console furiously :: CO: No sir, it's overriding my attempts.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Keep going, Ensign...  it's clearing.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Nods vigorously at Captain's comment::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
COM: Voice:  Keep talking... ::speaking slowly::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: It's accessing all language banks.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
Self: So I'm trying to clean up the signal and the FCO is trying to block it? ::shakes head::

Host Delon says:
$<Voice> COM: Dublin: I am so alone... ::garbled static:: ....mammals at my doorstep.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::sighs::  FCO:  How much has been downloaded from our databanks?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: looks over at McGoo :: OPS: I can't block it. Just try clearing the signal now.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::frowns terribly at the alien's sentence::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::punches some more buttons:: Self: Oh... that's what she was talking about.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ ::tries to 'reach' to the planet instinctively, hearing the words::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
FCO: Aye ma'am. ::nods nervously::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@Self: Mammals? Hmm. XO: I think they need a hand to identify us.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: The first access took most of our data and this one is taking the rest specifically examining the language files.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::leans right and whispers:: FCO: How about we just shut down that part of the computer?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Looks at FCO out of corner of eye::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
COM: Voice: Do you live alone in here? ::attempts to keep the alien talking::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
OPS: I just told the Captain, I can't override the access.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  I see.  Allow it... even since we can't do much to intervene.

Host Delon says:
$<Voice> COM: Dublin: You may call me....Evyn.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@::searching for the species that refers about us as mammals in the universal translator database and trying to improve the language::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::shrinks from the FCO's rebuke and squints again at his own console::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
COM: Evyn:  Evyn, nice to meet you.  I am Captain Mauro MacLeod, from the USS Dublin, United Federation of Planets.  We are curious about why we have been pulled into this rift. Can you explain this, please?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ ::Wonders about a species that is so far out::  CSO: Are you detecting life signs and how many?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@::searching for the name Evyn and its meanings::

Host Evyn says:
$COM: Dublin: I… ::another crackle of static:: am damaged...

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::whispers::  FCO/OPS:  Try to pinpoint this life form's coordinates and get me a picture of her.. or him.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: hears the name Evyn and wonders about the voice ::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Runs voice and linguistic analysis attempting to identify species::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@::sensors for life signs::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Nods acknowledgement to CO::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@  ::walks over to science to look at the data::  CSO:  Surely there has to be many.  I heard many voices, not one.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: taps the console controls looking for Evyn's location ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
COM: Evyn:  Damaged?  Perhaps we can assist you...  if you feel it is possible.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Grimaces:: CO: No pictures.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: Yes Commander. I am looking for it right now.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ *CO*:  Captain, could you ask Evyn how many there are with him?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::is mesmerized by the data scrolling by as computer attempts a match of specie::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::narrows eyes at OPS::  OPS:  I don't want any pictures, Ensign.  That was a figure of speech.  I want as much info as you can get from it.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: grins at McGoo ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  According to what...  Evyn has told me....  he or she is alone.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::head shrinks into his shoulders because he didn't know what the Captain wanted::

Host Evyn says:
$COM: Dublin: U...S...S...Dublin...this is not Salzburg. I have calculated incorrectly. Yet you are...human. You may help me...

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ ::shakes her head::  Self:  But that doesn't make sense...

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Aye Cccccaptain... running voice and linguistic search now. ::points at console::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Self:  Salzburg?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: turns to Mackie :: CO: Salzburg?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
COM: Evyn:  What can we do to assist?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*:  But, sir, how could only one being live on that planet and survive?  It is sending a signal, so it uses technology.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: No linguistic match for language or syntax sir.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::punches Salzburg into computer for match::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: as she turns back to face her station, she sees coordinates scrolling across her screen :: CO: Captain we have receive new coordinates.......they indicate a location of the planet's moon.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  I'm not sure it's a single being.  We'll know soon.

Host Delon says:
ACTION: The transmission is cut. However, the signal coming from sickbay is still active.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Sir... Match for Salzburg... it's a city on Earth and a Starfleet vessel.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Good.  Prepare the Gryphon to departure.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::shakes head::  FCO:  Eerr.. any other shuttle.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Notes several names of individuals named Salzburg as well::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::remembers the Gryphon has been destroyed... again::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: stands :: CO: I'll see to it right away. :: heads for the lift after calling Cali to replace her ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS:  What do you have regarding the USS Salzburg?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: There is an active ship currently assigned to the Romulan border.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Commander, prepare a shuttle and meet with us on the coordinates given by Evyn.


OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO:  The last one of that name is an old Daedalus class, back in the 22nd century.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*:  Captain, I still sense Quon...I'm not sure what he is doing...or that symbiont perhaps.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: We have references on Salzburg. There was a vessel from the late 22nd century. A Daedalus Class.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: enters the shuttle bay and heads over to one of the shuttles :: Crewman: I want this ship ready to go immediately.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CO*:  Yes sir.  CEO:  Kell, there is a serviceable shuttle we can use?  And please leave the Gnu on autopilot in this orbit.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Something is happening with Quon, Tessa, but he's safe for now.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: A disturbance coming from the fissure.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Crewman>FCO: Right away Commander. I'll have the Celtic ready for you.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: Something is coming through. It seems to be a Klingon ship.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CSO:  Shields up and red alert.  ::turns to Pirak::  Do we have weapons?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: Red alert engaged.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Any of those Salzburg ships has anything reported about Evyn or the micro fissure?

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@::tries to get weapons online :: XO: We have shuttles Commander, I am working on weapons

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ ::walks over to take tactical::  CSO:  Are you sure its a Klingon ship?  CEO:  Thank you.   I hope we won't need them.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: Ma’am. ::with a scared look:: It indicates it is a D7 battle cruiser.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Another ship coming through that fissure.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  Try to hail the other ship!

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: No references of anyone named Evyn related to the Salzburg.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: calls for a security team to meet her in the shuttle bay as she steps into the Celtic ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Identify it.  ::walks towards OPS::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: Yes Ma’am. Open hailing frequencies. ::pushes a button::

Host Delon says:
ACTION: The Klingon battle cruiser appears moderately damaged by disruptor fire. It approaches the planet and the Starfleet ships on an intercept course at full impulse.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::switches his panel to read SRS::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: This ship would not be much of a challenge for a D7 if it were fully operational Commander.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CEO:  Lieutenant...do we have weapons?  ::tries to power up the weapons complement and read what is in the inventory.  Watches the scans for the D7 ship::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> CO: Captain, we have a Klingon ship coming right at us, at full impulse.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Hail the Klingon vessel.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: ::stutters because CO is standing next to him:: Klingon battle cruiser... some disrupter damage... on full impulse... on intercept course with us.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Rien:  Thank you.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: waits as the security team settles into their seats ::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@COM:  Klingon ship:  Please respond...what are your intentions?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Aye sir. ::opens hailing frequency::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@COM:  Klingon ship:   Have you been stranded in here as we have?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
COM: D7: This is the USS Dublin... do you require any assistance?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: No comm with the Klingons sir.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: Yes Commander I have got all weapons on line including torpedo launchers...you may fire at your discretion.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: The ship is damaged.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::frowns and returns to his chair::  OPS:  That is peculiar...

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Duty TO:  Yellow alert, raise shields.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Comm is open... they just aren't answering.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  Can you tell what the signatures of the damage have come from?

Host Delon says:
ACTION: The Klingon vessel engages its cloak.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::does a double take at SRS::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: They cloaked.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Which means... they're ignoring us.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Sssssir... they've cloaked.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
*CO*: Captain, this is Cassie. We are ready to launch on your order.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CEO:  Thank you, Kell.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: They were damaged by disruptor fires, Ma’am.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: If they have cloaked then they will likely attack us commander, most likely from the stern and rear flanks

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
COM: D7:  This is our last warning.  Please decloak or we'll be forced to open fire.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@:: sees the Klingon ship vanish on the tactical sensors::  CSO/CEO:  Track the projected course and keep a watch out.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Wonders.. "open fire" at what?::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
COM:D7:  Our sensors indicate that your ship is already damaged by disrupter fire.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@Self: If you are damaged. Maybe you are leaking. ::tracking the ship::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> :: hears the Captain and gulps ::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Sees Rien gulp and shivers himself::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*FCO*:  Stand by, Cas...  we have visitors, and they don't seem friendly.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ ::has the computer figure the projected and sets weapons in an alternating firing pattern grid::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
*CO*: Visitors? Do you need me back on the bridge?

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: Unless the Klingon commander is a fool he will have altered course and they are rarely fools.  Loud, ugly, obnoxious, but Klingons are rarely fools

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ ::relaxes and 'reaches' out trying to 'find' the alien minds in the Klingon ship to verify the species as Klingon::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Wonders why they haven't gone to Red Alert yet::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Rein:  Search for the D7 ion's trail.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
*CO*: Understood sir.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*FCO*:  Return to the bridge.  I will not put a shuttle in jeopardy.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Mutters:: Self: And here sits Mrs. Mcgoo's favorite son; just had to go into space didn't you?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> CO: Aye sir, beginning search pattern.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS/FCO:  No response and no decloaking?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: I got it. I found a residual ion trail leading towards the moon.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Correct sir... however the planet is calling again.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CSO:  They're returning to the planet?  ::is completely baffled::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: They seem to be hiding.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
*CO*: On my way sir. :: tells the security team to remain where they are and stand by ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::turns::  Duty TO:  Red alert.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::opens comm to the planet::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::flinches when the klaxons sound off and blinks from the flashing red lights::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: hurries back to the bridge as fast as her legs will carry her ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
COM: Evyn:  Evyn, this is Captain MacLeod.  We have an unexpected guest.


Host Delon says:
#<Echoed Voice> COM: Dublin: Your allies search for my creators.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien>CO: I found that trail sir. It's heading to the planet.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  Are there any structures on the moon?    CEO:  Make your heading for the moon also.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: Aye coming about. :: makes course correction ::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
Aloud:  And a new peanut from the gallery is heard from.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::does not recognize the voice::  COM: Voice:  Who is there?  And where is Evyn?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: arrives on the bridge :: CO: What's happening?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::nerves make McGoo more agitated::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  We have a Klingon D7 cloaked heading to the planet.  Follow the ion trail.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: Searching now Commander. ::sensors on the moon searching for structures and life signs::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  They have ignored our hails.

Host Delon says:
#COM: Dublin: Take heed....when one of foreign speech casts a papyrus yoke upon the marsh, bethink you keep the bleating goats far from Tou'Vor'och...

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> :: pokes McGoo :: OPS: You scared too?

Host Delon says:
ACTION: The transmission ends.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Almost jumps from his seat when poked:: Rien: ::high pitched voice:: Who me?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Self:  Nice... we have a poet.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Did they receive the hails?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Aye.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ Self:  What?!

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> :: jumps as he jumps :: OPS: Don't do that!


OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::gives Rien a quick once over and then looks back at his console::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: So now what? We just sit here and wait to be attacked?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
Rein: ::whispers:: Sorry.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS/Rien:  I truly expect you won't continue with your games...

Host Delon says:
ACTION: The D7 decloaks and transporter signatures can be detected.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> :: shrinks down in her chair a bit ::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Flinches again at the Captain's voice:: CO: Aye sir. ::meekly::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  I said follow the trail.

Host Delon says:
ACTION: The transports are beaming down to the same coordinates that appeared on FCO's console.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@Self: The bleating goats...

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: They decloaked. They seem to using the transports.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  Find any references to To'Vor' och.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Wishes he had studied scan systems better::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> CO: Yes Captain, proceeding to follow the ion trail.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: Shall I disable their ship Commander?

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: The Gnu reports that the transports are beaming down to the moon.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CEO:  Shields are at maximum?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
OPS:  What???  ::stands::  On screen.. ::thinks "they have decloaked?"::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: No references Ma’am.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: Yes Commander?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CSO:  Are there any life signs still in the D7?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@::searching for life signs at the D7::

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::Brings up the SRS on his panel again:: CO: Seems so sir.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Have the security team to TR1 at once, we'll be beaming them down the moon.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: moves over at the sound of her name :: Rien: Cali, get us there fast.

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
Self: Just how is one supposed to run four systems at once... geez.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Duty OPS:  Coordinate with the Gnu and disable cloak and impulse engines.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: turns to face Mackie :: CO: Yes sir.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@Himself: Ah the universe will not miss a few dead Klingons

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
CO: Aye sir. :: send Gnu captain's instructions::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@  ~~~CNS:  Quon?  Can you hear me?  Please tell me you are still here...~~~

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: taps her combadge :: *Security team one*: Get to transporter room one for away team duty.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: Klingons life signs only. But it is being reduced as the transporter is being engaged.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Shall I accompany them Captain?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  No...  ::ponders::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Sir?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::stands again::  FCO:  We will accompany them.  Get us phasers and let's go.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: I can't allow you to do that sir.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*:  Captain, the ones aboard the D7 are Klingons.  Many of them.  But something is wrong...they are completely lacking in emotion.  And if you know anything about Klingons, that is not right.

Host Delon says:
ACTION: The Klingon transporters suddenly cease action after 3/4 of its crew beam down, then it engages its cloak yet again.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: They are leaving the ship. Or are they abandoning her? ::scanning the core energy of the D7::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Your objection is noted. ::walks towards the TL::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@Self: Thinks I am wrong.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@::starts to feel very anxious about Quon now, receiving no 'response' at all from him::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: With the Commander off the ship, we can't risk another Command officer.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@XO: Cloaking again.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: blocks his way:: CO: Mackie be reasonable.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: We missed our chance it appears commander

OPS_Ens_McGoo says:
::watches Captain leave the bridge and wonders who is running the Dublin?:::

Host Delon says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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